Installation Instructions for Rebounder Frame Cover

**Though it is not necessary, installation of this product is easier when using a small piece of ribbon or cording to create a pull tab to wrap around the elastic cord as you install the cover over each leg opening. Be sure to remove this piece when finished with installation.**

1) Find openings at 6 locations on outside edge of frame cover. Openings will line up with each leg on trampoline.

2) If any legs are installed on trampoline, remove them all. Then wrap frame cover around trampoline frame. At opening, stretch bungee over socket of trampoline.

3) Install leg to leg socket, as shown in your trampoline manual. **IMPORTANT:** Be sure pad cover and bungee are not getting pinched between leg and socket.

4) Repeat Steps 1—3 at all remaining legs. **When finished, your frame cover is complete!** Photograph shows an installed Frame Cover with Foam. The Frame Cover without foam looks slightly different but installs the same way.